
Argument and ReconciliationRobert A. Kowalski, Francesca ToniDepartment of ComputingImperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine180 Queen's Gate, London SW7 2BZ, UKfrak,ftg@doc.ic.ac.ukAbstractWe outline a formal theory of argumentation-theoretic reasoning which uni�es and generalisesmany existing approaches to default reasoning,and which promises to be useful for practical rea-soning in general and legal reasoning in particular.We discuss an extension of the argumentation the-ory to the problem of reconciling conicting argu-ments.1 IntroductionThe purpose of this paper is to outline a for-mal theory of argumentation-theoretic reasoning,which promises to have relevance for practical rea-soning in general and for legal reasoning in partic-ular. The theory originates from research on thesemantics of logic programming [9]; but its mainaccomplishment until now has been to provide aunifying framework for many previous approachesto the formalisation of default reasoning [4, 1, 2].The theory is based on the conventional notionof a formal deductive system, but focuses on theproblem of determining what \assumptions" canacceptably be used to extend a given set of \facts"formulated within the language of the deductivesystem. Some of the more noteworthy character-istics of the theory are that� A given set of facts may have several, alter-native, mutually incompatible extensions.� An acceptable extension need not take a standon every issue.� For an extension to be acceptable, it is notsu�cient for the set simply to be consistent

with the facts. It must be able to \defend"itself against attack from other extensions.Each of these characteristics of the theory dis-tinguishes it from some other theories of defaultreasoning and argumentation. In particular, mostprevious approaches to the formalisation of defaultreasoning (including stable models [7] for logicprograms, extensions [14] for default logic, stableexpansions [11] for autoepistemic logic and �xedpoints [10] for non-monotonic modal logic) can beunderstood in terms of the theory as postulatingthat� An extension is acceptable if it does not attackitself and attacks every assumption not in theextension.2 Possible implications forlegal theoryClassical, mathematical logic is concerned withreasoning about truths that hold universally, with-out exception and for all time. Attempts to applysuch logic to the formalisation of human reasoningin Arti�cial Intelligence have long been the subjectof discussion and criticism. Largely in responseto these criticisms, a number of so-called \non-monotonic" logics have been developed to capturethe default nature of human reasoning. It is froman attempt to capture the underlying similaritiesbetween these di�erent non-monotonic logics thatthe argumentation theory we present in this paperarises.Similar conicts over the relevance of logic havearisen in jurisprudence, between legal formalismand legal scepticism. Legal formalism holds thatlegal decisions can and should be reached by a1



strictly logical chain of arguments using author-itative legal rules. Scepticism holds, in contrast,that legal decisions are made on the basis of per-sonal value preferences and are merely rationalisedby reference to precedents and legal rules.The argumentation theory of this paper poten-tially reconciles these two conicting views. Ituses classical forms of logic to construct argumentswhich derive conclusions from given facts extendedby means of assumptions. It evaluates alternativeextensions and therefore the arguments they sup-port, by comparing their relative ability to defendthemselves against attack. It di�ers from popularconceptions of logic in that it does not aim to de-termine a unique collection of truths that followdeductively from a given set of facts and rules.It allows the possibility that several alternative,but mutually incompatible extensions and the ar-guments they support might be equally acceptable.3 TheoristPoole's Theorist [13] is probably the simplest ex-ample of the kind of argumentation system we con-sider in this paper. In Theorist there are two kindsof \beliefs":� \facts", which are ordinary sentences of �rst-order logic, and� \assumptions", which are formulae of �rst-order logic.Default reasoning within a given consistent set offacts T (also called a \theory") is performed byconstructing a maximally consistent extension Eof T , where E is the set of all logical consequencesof T [�, and � consists of variable-free instancesof the given candidate assumptions. An argu-ment supporting a conclusion C is a deductiveproof of C from E.In general, there will be many di�erent, mu-tually incompatible extensions of a given theoryT . Di�erent extensions can allow di�erent argu-ments with conicting conclusions that contradictone another.Example 3.1 Consider the case of the wealthybusinessman who makes a valid will leaving all hisestate to his wicked grandson. The grandson, be-ing wicked, murders the grandfather to inherit theestate. The grandson is arrested and sentenced to

15 years imprisonment. Does the grandson inheritthe estate? Under a literal interpretation of thelaw, he does, because there is a valid will. Undera liberal interpretation, which takes into accountthe intention of the law, that no man pro�ts fromcommitting a crime, he does not.The case, greatly simpli�ed, can be formalisedin the theorist framework by means of the theoryinherit ifvalid-will and literal-interpretationnot inherit ifmurder and liberal-interpretationvalid-willmurderwhere the only candidate assumptions are thepredicates literal-interpretation; andliberal-interpretation:The case is a \hard" one, because there are twomutually incompatible, maximally consistent ex-tensions. In one extension, containing the �rst as-sumption, the grandson inherits the estate. In theother, containing the second assumption, he doesnot. It is possible, of course, to argue on othergrounds that the second extension and the conclu-sion it supports is preferable to the �rst.The identi�cation of candidate assumptions to usefor extending a given theory is critical to the The-orist approach and to argumentation in general.One common criterion, explored implicitly or ex-plicitly in many approaches to default reasoning isto treat all negations of atomic predicates as can-didate assumptions. This is the underlying con-vention in relational databases and logic program-ming, in particular, where a negative statement,not p, is deemed to hold if its positive contrary p,can not be shown to hold.Example 3.2 Consider, for example, the simpli-�ed theory consisting of the following \facts":X is innocent if notX is guiltyX is guilty if X confesses and X has amotivejohnhas amotive:Assume that the candidate assumptions are all the(variable-free) instances of the negative predicatesnotX is innocent2



notX is guiltynotX confessesnotX has amotiveand consider only those instances in which X isjohn. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, there aretwo maximally consistent extensions. Both con-tain the assumptionnot john confesses:One contains the assumptionnot john is guiltywhich supports the conclusion that john is inno-cent. The other contains the assumptionnot john is innocentwhich supports the conclusion that john is guilty.Clearly the second conclusion and the extensionthat justi�es it are not in accord with the intendedunderstanding of the �rst sentence in the theory asmeaning thata person is innocent ifthe person is not proven to be guilty.To eliminate the undesired extension, di�erent log-ics for default reasoning use di�erent techniques.Theorist uses integrity constraints to preventthe use of contrapositives. Logic programminganddefault logic also prevent the use of contraposi-tives: logic programming by restricting all uses of\if" to the application of modus ponens; and de-fault logic by allowing a choice between interpret-ing \if" as classical material implication, whichallows contrapositive reasoning, and interpreting\if" as signalling a theory-speci�c inference rule,to which only modus ponens applies.Autoepistemic logic and non-monotonic modallogic retain the interpretation of \if" as classicalmaterial implication, but interpret default nega-tion not pin e�ect, as :Lpwhere L is a modal operator which can be un-derstood as \it is believed that" or \it is provedthat" and : is classical negation. The candidateassumptions include all negative sentences of the

form :Lp. Contrapositive reasoning is allowed forclassical negation, but not for default negation.Thus given p :Lqwe can derive teh contrapositiveLq  :pbut not Lq  :Lp:Therefore, in particular, if we represent the beliefthat a person is innocent if not proved guilty bythe sentenceX is innocent :LX is guiltythen we can derive the contrapositiveLX is guilty  :X is innocentbut from the assumption:LX is innocentwe can derive neither:X is innocentnor LX is guiltynor X is guilty:We shall return to autoepistemic logic and non-monotonic modal logic briey later in this paper.4 Logic ProgrammingLogic programs can be understood as argumenta-tion systems in which, similar to Theorist, beliefsare of two kinds:� \facts", which are rules of the formp if q1 and : : : qn and not r1 and : : : not rmwhere p; q1; : : : ; qn; r1; : : : ; rm are all atomicformulae, n � 0 and m � 0, and� \assumptions", which are all the negations ofatomic predicates.3



A variety of semantics have been de�ned for logicprograms understood in these terms. Interestingly,none of these semantics is equivalent to the maxi-mal consistency semantics of Theorist.Example 4.1 Consider example 3.2 again. Thishas the syntax of a logic program and the same as-sumptions, consisting of all negative atomic predi-cates. As in the Theorist case, there are two max-imally consistent extensions. Both contain the as-sumption not john confesses:One contains the assumptionnot john is guiltywhich supports the conclusion that john is inno-cent. The other contains the assumptionnot john is innocent:But, because the law of contrapositives does nothold, this second extension does not support theconclusion that john is guilty. Nonetheless, thesecond extension is undesirable. It is not allowedin any of the standard semantics of logic program-ming, all of which impose a more restrictive re-quirement on extensions than simple consistency.Perhaps the simplest of these is the stable modelsemantics [7].Given an inconsistent extension and several waysof restoring consistency, the stable model seman-tics in e�ect restores consistency by removing as-sumptions which are attacked by the rest of theextension in preference to removing assumptionswhich are not so attacked. In general, an exten-sion E attacks another extension E0 if and onlyif E attacks some assumption � in E0, and an ex-tension E attacks an assumption � if and only ifE contains the contrary of �. In logic program-ming the contrary of an assumption not p is p. Ingeneral,An extension is stable if and only if it does notattack itself, but does attack every assumptionwhich is not in the extension.Stable extensions, therefore, classify all candidateassumptions into two kinds: \those who are withus" and \those we are against". In the case oflogic programs, where the set of candidate assump-tions is the set of all negations of atomic sentences,

this classi�cation can be understood as determin-ing the \truth value" of every atomic sentence aseither \true" or \false". Therefore, every stableextension for a given logic program determines aunique interpretation in which the program itselfis evaluated as \true". This interpretation is calleda stable model.In the case of example 3.2, stable model seman-tics allows only the extension containing the twoassumptions not john confessesnot john is guiltywhich attacks the two assumptionsnot john has a motivenot john is innocentwhich are not in the extension. The second exten-sion containing not john confessesnot john is innocentis not stable because it does not attack the as-sumption not john is guiltywhich is not in the extension.But stable model semantics is too restrictive, asthe following variant of example 3.1 shows.Example 4.2 Let the given logic program beinherit if valid-will andnot liberal-interpretationdisinherit if murder andnot literal-interpretationliberal-interpretation ifinherit and disinheritliteral-interpretation ifinherit and disinheritvalid-willmurder:Here the positive assumptions of example 3.1 havebeen renamed as negative assumptions, and thenegative conclusion of the second rule has beenrenamed as a positive predicate. The facts thatinherit and disinherit are contradictory and that4



a contradiction implies any conclusion in classi-cal logic are partially simulated by the third andfourth rules. The program has no stable extension.This is because any extension that contains bothof the assumptionsnot liberal-interpretationnot literal-interpretationattacks itself. But the only way to attack eitherof these two assumptions is to derive both inheritand disinherit, which in turn requires the use ofthe same two assumptions.Of course, there are two maximally consistentextensions, one containingnot liberal-interpretationnot disinheritthe other containingnot literal-interpretationnot inheritneither one of which is stable.There is, however, an alternative semantics whichsanctions both of these extensions. In general,an extension E is acceptable if and only if itdoes not attack itself and, for every extensionE0 that attacks E,E defends itself against E0.The notion of defence can be understood more orless liberally. In the admissibility semantics [3],E defends itself against E0 if and only ifE attacks E0.In the stable theory semantics [8],E defends itself against E0 if and only ifthe extension consisting of all logical conse-quences of E [ E0 attacks the extension con-sisting of all logical consequences of E0 � E.The logic program of example 4.2 has no stablemodels and no acceptable extensions in the senseof the admissibility semantics. However, the twomaximally consistent extensions are acceptable inthe sense of the stable theory semantics.In this example there are three additional ac-ceptable extensions in the sense of the stable the-ory semantics, namely the extensions consisting of

all logical consequences of the program augmentedby the the empty set of assumptions, by the setfnot liberal-interpretationgand by the setfnot literal-interpretationgrespectively. Neither of these extensions providesa \total" interpretation of the program in the senseof stable extensions, where each sentence is either\true" or \false". For instance, the third addi-tionalextension contains neither liberal-interpretationnor not liberal-interpretation. Therefore, an ac-ceptable extension need not take a stand on everyissue.This feature of the acceptability semantics fa-cilitates the computation of acceptable extensionssupporting a given conclusion. Given a program,the computation �rst uses the underlying mono-tonic logic to �nd an extension E0 containing thegiven conclusion, and then generates an extensionE containing E0 such that E is acceptable. E iscontructed incrementally in such a way that it de-fends E0 against all attacks and it is acceptable.For the logic program of example 4.2, the con-clusion disinherit holds in the extension E0 con-taining the assumption not literal-interpretation.However, E0 is attacked by the extension E0 con-taining the assumptionsnot literal-interpretation andnot liberal-interpretation:Because the extension consisting of all logical con-sequences of E0 [ E0 attacks E0, E0 is accept-able in the sense of the stable theory semantics.Therefore, the computation returns the extensionE given by E0[;. This procedure is a generalisa-tion of the Eshghi-Kowalski procedure that com-putes admissible extensions for logic programming[5].5 The Abstract Argumenta-tion TheoryThe terminology we have used for Theoristand logic programming in the previous section,5



to describe di�erent argumentation-theoretic no-tions, can be used more generally for other non-monotonic logics. The de�nitions of extension, at-tack, defence, stable extension, acceptable exten-sion (both in the sense of admissibility semanticsand in the sense of stable theory semantics) applyto any theory formulated in any monotonic logic.Similarly, the proof procedure for computing ac-ceptable extensions can also be applied more ab-stractly. In general, it is necessary only to identify� the underlying language in which theoriesare formulated;� the candidate set of assumptions that canbe used to extend any theory;� the notion of what it means to be the con-trary of an assumption.In the case of Theorist these are� any �rst-order language;� any set of sentences in the language;� the notion that :� is the contrary of an as-sumption �.In the case of logic programming they are� the language of rules, de�ned in section 4;� the set of negations of atomic sentences;� the notion that p is the contrary of an assump-tion not p.Default logic, autoepistemic logic and non-monotomic modal logic can be characterised simi-larly in argumentation-theoretic terms. The stan-dard semantics of these logics can then be shownto be special cases of stable extension semantics ingeneral [2].In the case of default logic� The language is any �rst-order language aug-mented with sentences of the formp q1 ^ : : :^ qn ^Mr1 ^ : : :^Mrmwhere p; q1; : : : qn; r1 : : : rm are all �rst-orderformulae, n � 0, m � 0,  is a new logicalsymbol, for which only the rule of modus po-nens applies, ^ stands for \and" and M is anew logical symbol not used elsewhere in thelanguage.

� The set of candidate assumptions is the set ofall sentences of the form Mr, where r is anysentence in the underlying language.� The contrary of an assumptionMr is the sen-tence :r.In the case of autoepistemic logic� The language is any propositional �rst-orderlanguage with a modal operator L, where,however, the underlying semantics of the lan-guage is classical logic.� The set of candidate assumptions is the setof all sentences of the form Lr or of the form:Lr, where r is any sentence of the underlyinglanguage.� The contrary of an assumption Lr is :Lr.The contrary of an assumption :Lr is r.In the case of non-monotonic modal logic� The language is any �rst-order language, witha modal operator L, where, di�erently fromautoepistemic logic, the semantics of the lan-guage is modal logic, with the necessitationrule of inference: rLr :� The set of candidate assumptions is the set ofall sentences of the form :Lr, where r is anysentence of the underlying language.� The contrary of an assumption :Lr is r.The argumentation-theoretic characterisation ofthese di�erent logics clari�es their underlying sim-ilarities and di�erences. Some of these di�erencesare relatively trivial. For example the assump-tions not p in logic programming, Mr in defaultlogic and :Lr in auto-epistemic logic and non-monotonic modal logic can all be mapped into oneanother by syntactic renaming of positive expres-sions as negative expressions and vice versa.The argumentation theory also shows that, de-spite their di�erences, all of these logics can beunderstood in the same terms, as sanctioning anextension if and only if it is stable. As we have seenin example 4.2, stable semantics is too restrictivefor logic programming. However, the same exam-ple can also be formulated in each of the other6



logics, and shows, therefore, that stable semanticsis too restrictive in general. It also shows thatthe notion of acceptable extension (especially inthe sense of stable theory semantics) is generallypreferable to stable semantics.A number of other argumentation-theoretic for-malisms for non-monotonic reasoning have beenproposed. These include the formalisms of Dung[4], Pollock [12], Simari and Loui [15] and Ge�ner[6]. Dung's formalism [4] di�ers from ours in thehigher level of abstraction with which it treats thenotions of assumptions, arguments and attacks.The other three formalisms di�er from ours bothin their being more concrete and in their justify-ing sceptical rather than credulous forms of non-monotonic reasoning.All of the semantics we have considered untilnow are credulous in the sense that they justifya conclusion as a non-monotonic consequence of agiven theory if and only if it holds in at least oneextension sanctioned by the semantics. Scepticalsemantics, on the other hand, justi�es a conclu-sion if and only if, in some sense, it belongs to thecommon ground on which all credulous semanticsagree. The argumentation theory can also be usedto de�ne a sceptical semantics in general.6 Sceptical SemanticsThe sceptical semantics justi�es holding a conclu-sion if and only if it belongs to the smallest ex-tension which does not attack itself and containsevery assumption it can defend. This extension iscalled the grounded extension. As in the case ofacceptable extensions, the notion of defence can beunderstood in di�erent ways. If we use the notionof defence in the sense of the admissibility seman-tics, then the grounded extension corresponds tothe well-founded model in logic programming [17].In example 3.2, the unique grounded extensioncontains the two assumptionsnot john confessesnot john is guiltyneither of which is attacked by any set of assump-tions.In example 4.2, the unique grounded extensionis the set of all logical consequences of the programaugmented by the empty set of assumptions.

7 A Relationship with BeliefRevisionThe argumentation-theoretic approach also allowsus to de�ne other semantics. We have already seenthat we can de�ne di�erent notions of defence forthe acceptability semantics. Similarly, we can de-�ne di�erent notions of attack. For example, inthe spirit of stable theory semantics, we can saythatan extension E attacks another extension E0if and only if the extension consisting of alllogical consequences of E [ E0 contains thecontrary of some assumption � in E0.This new notion of attack has a natural reinter-pretation in belief revision terms:an extension E attacks another extension E0if and only if the extension consisting of alllogical consequences of E[E0 contains a con-ict (in the form of an assumption � and itscontrary) which can be removed by removing� in E0.The notions of conict and of removing a conict,in the belief revision notion of attack, can be de-�ned, without the notion of contrariness, in termsof integrity constraints with retractibles [16].Namely, a conict between an assumption � andits contrary �, which can be removed by removing�, can be represented as a violation of the integrityconstraint :[� ^�]in which � has been identi�ed as retractible.Integrity constraints can also be used to de�nemore general notions of attack, as in the case ofabductive logic programming [16]. Another use ofintegrity constraints will be illustrated in the nextsection.8 Conict ResolutionWe have used the argumentation theory, until now,to formalise di�erent ways in which an agent canuse assumptions to justify its beliefs. In particu-lar, we have seen that an agent can \aggressively"take a stand on every issue (stable semantics), \lib-erally" hold a belief by defending it against allpossible attacks (acceptability semantics), or \cau-tiously" hold only those beliefs that are also held7



by every other agent (grounded semantics). Ineach of these cases the agent justi�es its beliefs byattacking other beliefs held by other, hypotheticalagents. Another important, but more di�cult caseis the one in which the other agents are real andthe goal is to reconcile conicts between the dif-ferent agents. In this section we outline an initialproposal for an argumentation-theoretic approachto such conict resolution.Suppose that two agents hold conicting beliefswhich represent di�erent conicting actions theyintend to carry out in the future. Our proposal is�rst to try to identify a set of goals and shared be-liefs upon which the two agents can agree and thento try to �nd a solution of the shared goals whichis compatible with the shared beliefs. The �rst ofthese two steps is the most important and requiresthe greater creativity. Typically, it involves iden-tifying the agents' possibly conicting goals andgeneralising them to a more abstract level wherethey no longer conict.In the simplest case, the agents' goals might notconcit at all and there is a solution to the com-bined goals, alternative to the original conictingsolutions, which is acceptable to both agents. Inother cases, the original goals may need to be gen-eralised before a shared solution can be found. Thefollowing case study illustrates this second, moretypical case.In a recent head-of-sections committee meet-ing in our Department, we discussed the compo-sition of a new resources committee. Two con-icting arguments were put forward. The Direc-tor of Administration argued that, in the interestsof e�ciency, the members of the new committeeshould consist of himself and the other principaladministrative o�cers of the Department. The Di-rector of Research argued, in opposition to him,that, in the interests of democracy, the commit-tee should also contain members elected by theDepartment. During the course of the discussionit became clear that the two sides were focussingon di�erent assumptions about the purpose of thenew committee: the Director of Administrationon its purely administrative function, and the Di-rector of Research on its presumed policy makingnature. These two assumptions could be viewed asconicting solutions to the more general goals ofdeciding, on the one hand, which group should ad-minister resources, and on the other hand, whichgroup should make policy about resources.

By focussing on the more general goals, it waspossible to identify a new solution which was ac-ceptable to both parties: the resources commit-tee will administer resources, whereas the head-of-sections committee will make policy about re-sources. In the interests of e�ciency, the membersof the resources committee will consist of adminis-trative o�cers only. In the interests of democracy,the head-of-sections committee will represent theviews and interests of the various Department sec-tions on matters concerning policy about the allo-cation of resources.The process of reconciliation can be rationallyreconstructed more formally:Original goalcomposition of res-c is of type X:Original candidate assumptionscomposition of res-c is of type non-electedcomposition of res-c is of type elected:Each assumption attacks the other.Solution onecomposition of res-c is of type non-elected:This is \supported" by the additional assumptionres-c administers resourcesby the integrity constraintX is efficient if X administers Yand by the ruleX is efficient ifcomposition of X is of type non-elected:Notice that the integrity constraint expresses aproperty that should be satis�ed independently ofthe integrity constraint: if an entity administerssomething then that entity should be e�cient. Theobligation of e�ciency, however, needs to be satis-�ed by some means other than the integrity con-straint. In this case, the rule expresses one suchway. Presumably, another way might be to haveno committee at all.Solution twocomposition of res-c is of type elected:8



This is supported by the additional assumptionres-c makes policy about resourcesby the integrity constraintX is democratic if X makes policy about Yand by the ruleX is democratic ifcomposition of X is of type elected:Another way of achieving democracy is expressedby the additional ruleX is democratic ifcomposition of X is of type representative:Re�ned goalsX administers resources andcomposition of X is of type Y andU makes policy about resources andcomposition of U is of type V:These goals generalise the original explicitly for-mulated goal, as well as the original implicit goalsof the two agents.Re�ned solutionres-c administers resourcescomposition of res-c is of type non-electedh-of-s-c makes policy about resources:These three assumptions solve the �rst three sub-goals. The fourth goal is solved by the factcomposition of h-of-s-c is of type representative:The re�ned solution achieves the re�ned goals ofboth, originally conicting agents. It builds uponthe fact that each agent accepts the other agent'sintegrity constraints and rules. It relies upon eachagent's willingness to entertain the other agent'sgoals and to agree upon a re�ned set of goals,which takes the two original, di�erent sets of goalsinto account. It also relies upon the second agent'swillingness to agree upon a di�erent solution fromthe one he originally proposed.
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